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Machine Learning
Definition, relevance, applications 
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Plot of
Transistor counts for

CPU by date of introduction

Growth of computer power (1971 - 2018) 



What is Machine Learning ?
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Machine Learning
A relatively new approach to data analytics, which places itself in
the intersection between statistics, computer science, and artificial
intelligence

ML objective
Turning information into knowledge and value by “letting the
data speak”
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Machine learning taxonomy

Supervised

Regression Classification

Machine Learning

Unsupervised

Clustering

Reinforcement
Learning

Categorical 
outcome

Numerical 
outcome

Generated 
outcome

AI/Robotics



ML purposes
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Limiting 
prior assumptions

Based on algorithm
computation, graphics

Model-free 
philosophy 

Targeted to 
Big Data

Mostly focused on 
prediction than 

inference

Targeted to complexity
reduction



ML analyses
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Prediction Signal-from-noise 
extraction

Feature-importance 
detection

Model-free 
classification

Correct specification 
via model selection

Model-free 
clustering
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Machine Learning application examples

Identifying 
risk factors 
for prostate 

cancer

Predicting heart 
attack by 

demographic, 
diet and clinical 
measurements

Customizing 
email spam 
detection 

system

Establishing the 
relationship 

between salary 
and many of its 
determinants

Classifying 
pixels in a 

land-satellite 
images

Pattern 
recognition 

of 
handwritten 

symbols 

Predict stock 
market price 

variation

Automated 
languages 
translators

(Google 
Translate) 

Self-driving 
cars

Vocal 
recognition 

systems 
(Amazon 

Alexa) 
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ML
prediction
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Train-MSE vs Test-MSE

Training dataset
N in-sample available observations 

Overfitting as flexibility increases

Testing dataset
M out-of-sample observations 

True fitting accuracy
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Train-MSE overfitting

Train-MSE

Test-MSE

o As long as model flexibility (i.e.,
degree-of-freedom) increases, the
train-MSE decreasesmonotonically.

This phenomenon is called
overfitting

o On the contrary, the test-MSE first
decreases, and then decreases, thus
showing aminimum
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Decomposition of the Test-MSE

Test-MSE Variance
of the specific 

ML method

Bias square 
of the specific 

ML method

Variance of the 
Irreducible 
error term
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The variance-bias trade-off

------ Error variance
Observe that the error variance 

represents a lower bound
for the Test-MSE



1936
Discriminant Analysis

(Fisher)

1957
Neural Network

(Rosenblatt)

1967
Nearest Neighbor Algorithm

(Cover & Hart)

1970
Backpropagation

(Linnainmaa)

1976
Classification and Regression Trees

(Breiman and Meisel)

1996
Lasso and Ridge Regression

(Tibshirani)

1986
Backfitting and GAMs
(Hastie and Tibshirani)

1979
Bootstrap 

(Efron)

1995
Support Vector Machines 

(Cortes and Vapnik)

1983
Subset Selection

(Breiman and Freedman)

1996
Bagging

(Breiman)

1995
Boosting 

(Freund and Schapire)

2001
Random Forests

(Breiman)

2006
Deep Learning 

(Hinton, Osindero, Teh)

1989
Convolutional Neural Network

(LeCun et al.)
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Source: Cerulli (2019)14
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Optimal Forward

Subset 
selection

Backward

Parametric

Linear Nonlinear

Baseline

Elastic net Ridge

Shrinkage

Lasso

Generalized 
additive 
models

Projection 
Pursuit 

Regression

Global

Neural 
networks

Tree-based
models

Bagging Random 
forests Boosting

Power 
series

Polynomial 
and other

series

Support 
vector 

machines

Semiglobal

Step 
function

Piecewise 
polynomial Splines

Local

Kernel-
based

Local 
linear

Local 
polynomial

K-Nearest-
neighbor

Kernel 
K-NN

Nonparametricf(X) = E(Y|X)

Machine Learning Methods
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Software
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General purpose 
ML platform 

Deep Learning
platform 

Deep Learning
platform 

Software
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Python/Stata fully 
integrated platform via 

the SFI environment

Various ML packages but 
poor deep learning 

libraries

Software

Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox
Deep Learning Toolbox

c_ml_stata &  r_ml_stata (by G. Cerulli, 2020) Python Scikit-learn platform
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Implementation of

r_ml_stata & c_ml_stata
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Stata command r_ml_stata

Regression
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Stata command c_ml_stata

Classification
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Practical 
implementation

(in 8 steps)
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Set the stage
Step 1. Before starting, install Python (from version 2.7 onwards), and the Python packages scikit-learn, numpy, and
pandas. If you want suggestion on how to install Python and its packages look here.

Step 2. Once you have Python installed in your machine, you need to install the Stata ML command:

. ssc install r_ml_stata

and look at the documentation file of the command to explore its syntax:

. help r_ml_stata

Step 3. The command requires to provide a dataset with no missing values. It is your responsibility to assure this. We can
thus load the training dataset I have prepared for this example:

. use "r_ml_stata_data_example"

This dataset contains one target variable (y) and 13 features (x1, x2, ... , x13). All variables are numerical and thus
suitable for running our regression tree.

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Frealpython.com%2Finstalling-python%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNENBupRR5vzigKdq1UgfR3saFNQSg
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• Before running the command a testing datasetmust be provided

• This is a dataset made of the same features of the training one, but
with "new" instances. Observe that this dataset must neither contain
missing values, nor include the target variable (y)

• Here, we consider a testing dataset called
"r_ml_stata_data_new_example"
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Step 4. We have now all the ingredients to run our regression tree. We
simply run these lines of code in Stata:

. r_ml_stata y x1-x13 , mlmodel("tree") in_prediction("in_pred") 
cross_validation("CV") out_sample("r_ml_stata_data_new_example") 
out_prediction("out_pred") seed(10) save_graph_cv("graph_cv")
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Meaning of the syntax
q "tree" tells Stata to run a "tree" regression. Other options are available (see the help-file)

q "in_pred" tells Stata to generate a dataset "in_pred.dta" containing the in-sample predictions of the
estimated model. They are the prediction only for the training dataset

q "out_pred" tells Stata to generate a dataset "out_pred.dta" containing the out-of-sample predictions
of the estimated model. They are predictions only for the testing dataset

q "r_ml_stata_data_new_example" tells Stata to use this one as testing dataset

q "seed(10)" necessary to replicate the same results and must be an integer

q "graph_cv" tells Stata to save the cross-validation results graph in your current directory
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Step 5. In order to access the main results, we can look at the command's "ereturn" list by typing:

. ereturn list 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

scalars:

e(OPT_LEAVES) = 4

e(TEST_ACCURACY) = .2027650052251946

e(TRAIN_ACCURACY) = .8911061692860425

e(BEST_INDEX) = 3

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We observe that the cross-validated (CV) optimal number of leaves (namely, the tree optimal final nodes) is 4,

the CV optimal train accuracy is 0.89, while the CV optimal test accuracy is much smaller, i.e. 0.20. The accuracy

measure is the share of the total outcome variance explained by the model (it is closely similar to an adjusted

R-squared)
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Step 6. The command provides a graphical representation of the 10-fold cross-validation
with the optimal grid search index

At this index, the test accuracy is maximum (over the grid). It is also useful to observe the
overfitting pattern of the train accuracy going to one (maximum accuracy) as long as the
model complexity increases.

This phenomenon justifies ML focus on just the test accuracy which shows, in this graph,
a clear variance-bias trade-off.
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CV graphical representation
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Step 7. We can go even deeper into the understanding of the cross-validation results, by opening the CV results' dataset

"CV.dta" and list its content:

. use CV , clear

. list

Results show, by every grid index, the train accuracy, the test accuracy, and the
standard error of the test accuracy estimated over the 10-fold runs.

The standard error is important, as it measures the precision we get when
estimating the test accuracy. In this example, at the optimal index (i.e., 3), the
test accuracy's standard error is 0.74, which should be compared with those
obtained from other ML algorithms.

This means that the choice of the ML model to employ for prediction purposes
should ponder not only the level of the achieved test accuracy, but also its
standard error.
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Step 8. Finally, we can have a look at the out-of-sample predictions. This can be done by opening and
listing the "out_pred" dataset:

. use out_pred , clear

. list

We observe that the predictions are made of only three values

[21.62, 16.23, 27.42] corresponding to three out of the four
optimal terminal tree leaves. Graphically it represents a step-
function (omitted for the sake of brevity).
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Optimal tree (depth = 4)
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